Similarity Indexing is very important for content-based retrieval on large multimedia databases, and the "tightness" of data set envelope is a factor that influences the performance of index. For equidistant envelope (bounding sphere), calculation of envelope is somewhat difficult because of the complexity of direct computation in high dimension space. In this paper we summarize the envelope used in similarity indexing structures, and discuss the envelope parameter calculation problem. We improved theγ-spatial search algorithm proposed by R. Kuniawati and J.S.Jin for equidistant envelope parameter calculation, and apply it to various distance spaces. Basic thoughts and theorem are provided in the paper, also with algorithm implementation. Key Words similarity indexing, envelope, range envelope, equidistant envelope, γ-spatial search
Introduction
With multimedia databases being widely used in various areas, management and retrieval of media objects (images, videos) is becoming a problem. In most cases, media objects are required to be retrieved by their content, which is represented as a feature vector using specific media understanding technology (image processing, computer vision, etc). Thus similarity indexing technologies which retrieve object based on distance in feature space are required.
Similarity indexing is a k-nearest-neighbor search (K-N-N) problem in nature, thus index structures have been used in K-NN research can be adopted. The structures can be classified into two categories: R*-tree based ( such as R*-tree 1 , TV-tree 2 (Telescopic Vector Tree), X-tree 3 and SS-tree 4 and k-d-tree based (for example, k-d-tree 5 ,
VAMSplit k-d-tree 6 , etc.). But no matter what similarity index is being used, reduction of overlapped areas is a key factor to promote index performance. This means that the envelope should provide a "tight" bounding for the data set.
Range envelope (or bounding box, bounding rectangle) has been used in many index structures, because their envelope parameters can be calculated easily. On the other hands, equidistant envelope provides a more "tight" envelope since the sub data set generated by clustering method tend to be of sphere shape, but the difficulty of equidistant envelope parameter calculation (the time complexity of direct calculation is exponential in the number of dimensions ) inhibits it from being widely used. To solve this problem, R. Kuniawati and J.S.Jin 7 proposed theγ-spatial search algorithm which can calculate equidistant envelope parameters efficiently. But their algorithm needs preserve all pre-computed plane parameters and is only designed to work in Euclidean distance space. In this paper, we summarize the envelope calculation problem, improve theγ spatial search algorithm and apply it to quadric distance space and block distance space as well. Basic thoughts and theorem are provided in the paper, also with algorithm implementation.
The sections below are arranged as followed. In section 2, we briefly introduce the basic concepts of similarity indexing. Section 3 focuses on the envelope parameter calculation problem, where parameter calculations of both range envelope and equidistant envelope in various distance space ( Euclidean distance space, Quadric distance space, Maximum Distance and Block distance space) are discussed. In section 4, experiment results and analysis are given.
Basic Concepts of Similarity Indexing

Definition of similarity indexing
There are many different definitions for similarity indexing. In this paper, we adopt the similarity selection given by D. White and R. Jain, which considered approximate search:
The similarity selection takes a form of
parameter of which is defined as:
is the query vector, where d is the dimension of corresponding feature space.
（2） maxnumber is a positive integer that specifies the maximum number of (approximate) nearest neighbors returned in the query result.
（3） distthreshold is a positive real number that specifies the maximum distance from v f to any vector in query result.
（4） epsilon is a non-negative real number that specifies a bound on the apprximation error: 
Composition of similarity indexing structure
Essentially, similarity indexing is a k-nearest-neighbor (k-NN) search problem.
Current k-NN methods are all based on the thoughts followed: divide the data set into several sub data sets and establish description for each sub data set, search procedure can avoid some sub sets through comparison of descriptions, thus reduces the search cost. In general, similarity indexing structures are all composed of the two parts below:
1) description of data set describe general properties of the data set, usually contains a) object number the total number of objects in the data set.
b) envelope a camber enclosing all data set points inside, used to give a constraint of the position and distribution of the data set.
c) representative object ID the object id of a object which can represent the data set.
2) pointers to sub data sets contains pointers to sub data set node ( corresponding to the internal node of index tree ) or pointers to arrays of object id and feature ( corresponding to the leaf node of index tree).
Similarity index searching
Using different distance space , envelope type and data set splitting method gives different index structures, but the basic thoughts of index searching is similar. The general scheme is shown as below: Algorithm:
(1) Establishing two lists--a node list whose element has ID, maxdist, mindist fields and a object list whose element has ID and dist filed. Empty the two list and put the root node in node list, calculate its maximum and minimum distance from v f according to its envelope, fill in its maxdist and mindist filed.
(2) Select the node with minimum mindist and remove it from node list. If the node is a leaf node, go to (3); else all its child nodes in the node list and calculate their maxdist and mindist, remove node whose mindist is larger than T/(1+E).
(3) Sort the nodelist by maxdist in ascending order and calculate n which is the smallest number satisfying first n nodes have at least M objects. Denote the maxdist of n-th node as T', remove all nodes whose mindist is larger than T'/(1+E). Go to (5).
(4) Put all objects in the leaf node in object list, calculate their distance from v f and fill in dist field. Sort the object list by dist in ascending order, remove object whose index is larger than M or whose dist is larger than T. If there are M objects in the object list, denote the M-th object's dist as T', remove all nodes in node list whose mindist is larger than T'/(1+E).
(5) If the node list is not empty, go to (2).
(6) Sort the object list by dist in ascending order. If there are more than M objects, return the first M objects; else return all of them.
Parameter Calculation of Envelope
Envelope is a closed camber enclosing all correspondent data set points. From algorithm 1 we know that the maximum and minimum distance calculated from query feature v f to envelope are used to discard irrelevant sub data sets, thus they should be a good approximation to the maximum and minimum values of distances between points in data set to v f . Besides, the calculation of maximum distance and minimal distance from envelope parameters should be simple, since in most cases the query need a real-time response.
According to the bounding characteristics, envelopes currently used can be classified into two types: range envelope and equidistant envelope. Range envelope exploits data set's distribution range on each coordinate axes, and is often called bounding rectangle or bounding box. Equidistant envelope uses a equidistant camber to a point in the feature space, and is often called bounding sphere since the equidistant camber is a sphere in the mostly used Euclidean distance space. Other types of envelope are seldom used because of their computation complexity. ), but their algorithm is only designed for Euclidean distance space and need preserving all past plane parameters. We improved the algorithm and applied it to various distance space (including quadric distance space and block distance space ).
1) Euclidean distance space
In Euclidean space, distance between vector x and y is defined as
The equidistant camber is a sphere camber, as shown in Figure 1 (a) .
In Euclidean space, the envelope of a data set is just its smallest enclosing sphere (SES), thus calculation of envelope parameters changes to the calculation of SES. The γ spatial search algorithm is based on the lemma below:
Lemma 1: Given a data set S and a point A in Euclidean space, F is the farthest point to A in S, P is the plane through A and perpendicular to AF, then the center of the smallest enclosing sphere (SES) C and F must be on the same side of P (including P).
Proof: Since F is the farthest point to A in data set S, then the radius of the SES of S must be no greater than |AF|. So the center of SES C must be in the sphere ( including the surface ) centered at F with radius |AF|, thus C and F must be on the same side of P (including P).
Proven.
Based on this lemma, theγ spatial search algorithm proposed by R. Kuniawati and J.S.Jin is shown in Figure 2 .
First, select the center of range envelope C 1 as the initial guess of the SEC center ( Figure 3.3 a) . Select the farthest point in the data set form C 1 , denoted as F 1 , then the second guess of SEC center C 2 =γC 1 +(1-γ)F 1 (Figure 3.3 b) . Denoting the plane through C 1 and perpendicular to C 1 F 1 as P 1 , select the farthest point in the data set form C 2 , denoted as F 2 , and the line segment C 2 F 2 intersect plane P 1 at point T 2 , then the new center C 3 = γ C 2 +(1-γ )T 2 ( Figure 3.3 c) . Denoting the plane through C 2 and perpendicular to C 2 F 2 as P 2 , select the farthest point in the data set form C 3 and denote it as F 3 . Consider if the line segment intersect C 3 F 3 intersect current planes ( P 1 and P 2 ), we see that it does not intersect with plane P 2 but intersect with plane P 1 at point T 3 . Select the nearest intersect point ( in this case is T 3 ) then the new center C 4 =γ and new center is less than a given threshold, the new center is the center of the envelope, and the distance of the farthest point in the data set to the center is the radius.
It should be noted that the above algorithm need preserving past planes ( such as and P 1 and P 2 ) in calculation, which may cause difficulties if the procedure runs many steps before it converges. To solve this problem, we proposed a improved algorithm which depends on the change of searching directions:
Denoting the center of last time as C old , current center as C cur , and the farthest point from C cur as F cur , calculating 
Noting that a) when α >0, the angle between C old C cur and C cur F cur is an obtuse angle, corresponding to the " turning back" in searching direction, as shown in Figure 3 .
In Figure 3 , F old is the farthest point of the last time, P is the plane go through point C old and is perpendicular to C old C cur , and T is the intersecting point of C cur F cur and plane P. b) when α <0, the angle between C old C cur and C cur F cur is an acute angle, corresponding to the " going forward" in searching direction, as shown in figure . (6) C new is the center of the envelope, and distance from the farthest point in the data set to C new is the radius.
2) Quadric distance space
In quadric distance space, distance between x and y is defined as
The quadric distance is often used when there is similarity between dimensions ( for example, the color histogram ). A is a symmetric matrix, its entry j i, a represents the similarity between dimension i and dimension j. Obviously, quadric distance reduces to Euclidean distance when A is identity matrix I.
The equidistant camber in quadric distance space is an ellipsoid depending on A, as shown in Figure 1 (b) .
To apply γ spatial search algorithm to quadric distance space, we need introduce the definition of inner product: Definition 2: (Inner product in quadric distance space )
In quadric distance space, the inner product of vector x and y is defined as 
（13）
The algorithm of envelope parameter calculation in quadric distance space is the same as in Euclidean space except the calculation of α, thus replace equation (7) with equation (13) in algorithm 1 will work.
3) Maximum distance space
In maximum distance space, distance between x and y is defined as
The equidistant camber in Maximum distance space is a square in 2-dimenson case, as shown in Figure 1 (c).
Envelope parameter calculation in quadric distance space is quite simple and does need γ spatial search --the parameters can be adopted directly from range envelope.
4) Block distance space
In block distance space, distance between x and y is defined as
（15）
The equidistant camber in block distance space is a square rotated 45 degree in Input: the data set, distance threshold.
Output: the parameter (center and radius ) of the data set's equidistant envelope.
Algorithm:
(1) select the range envelope center as the initial guess of envelope center, calculate the farthest point to C old in the data set and denote it as F old , then calculate the current guess of center (8) C new is the center of the envelope, and distance from the farthest point in the data set to C new is the radius.
Comparison of envelope
From the analysis above, it is shown that the range envelope is simple in form and can be calculated easily. But in Euclidean space (which is mostly often used) and quadric distance space, the envelope can not provide a "tight" constraint on the data set since the sub data set generated by clustering method tends to be of sphere shape in distribution. Similarly, range envelope can not provide a good constraint in block distance space either.
Compared with range envelope, the parameter calculation of equidistant envelope need iterative calculation thus need relatively longer time. But the parameter calculation is in the data base production stage, thus does need to be real-time. In most cases, using equidistant envelope can improve performance in speed efficiently through its tight constraint which reduces overlap areas between different sub data set. Only the maximum distance space is an exception. In this case, equidistant envelope take a form similar to range envelope, but it can not provide a constraint as efficient as range envelope because of the lack of flexibility on each dimension.
Implementation and Demonstrations
Based on the analysis above, we implement a similarity indexing structure called typedef struct envelop { int type; /*available envelop type, sphere, rectangle, or both */ SPHERE *sph; /* the sphere envelop */ RECTANGLE *rect; /* the rectangle envelop */ } ENVELOP; typedef struct treenode { long objectnum; /* total number of object in the node and subnode */ ENVELOP *env; /* envelop of thsi node */ int treenum; /* number of subtree */ struct treenode **child; /* subtree pointer */ OB_DESP *obdesp; } TREENODE; typedef struct distance { int type; /* distance type, can be max,cityblock, euclidian, or quadric */ float *coef; /* matrix coef of type quadric */ } DISTANCE; typedef struct rootnode { int dim; /*dimension of the feature space */ DISTANCE *distdef; /* definition of distance function */ TREENODE *tree; /*the real tree */ } ROOTNODE; Figure 6 Definition of GSS-tree
